The existence of sexual partnerships that overlap in time (concurrent relationships) is believed by some to be a significant contributing factor to the spread of HIV, although this is controversial. We derive an analytic model which allows us to investigate and compare disease spread in populations with and without concurrency. We can identify regions of parameter space in which its impact is negligible, and other regions in which it plays a major role. We also see that the impact of concurrency on the initial growth phase can be much larger than its impact on the equilibrium size. We see that the effect of concurrency saturates, which leads to the perhaps surprising conclusion that interventions targeting concurrency may be most effective in populations with low to moderate levels of concurrency.
Sample scenarios comparing concurrent and serially monogamous relationships: Shaded regions denote the existence of a partnership. Dashed lines denote infection opportunities within the relationship that would cause infection if one individual were susceptible and the other infected. Vertical red lines denote time in which an individual is infected, and horizontal red lines denote successful transmissions. In the concurrent case, we keep exactly the same number of transmission opportunities with the gaps exactly doubled, assuming that the interaction rate within each partnership is half that of the serial case. Concurrency can speed up onward transmission and provide additional transmission routes. potential partnership arrangements and explore their impact on disease transmission in 59 Fig. 1 . 60 In the first scenario, the partnership with Bobbie lasts for six months and is replaced 61 by a six month partnership with Charlie (the serial case), while in the second scenario 62 both partnerships overlap for the entire period (the concurrent case). In the concurrent 63 case, the intervals between transmitting events are doubled. 64 Let us focus first on Alex's risk of infection if Bobbie is initially infected. In both 65 cases, Alex has the same probability of becoming infected, though infection would occur 66 sooner in the serial case. In contrast, if Charlie is initially infected, Alex would become 67 infected sooner in the concurrent case (but again with the same overall probability). So 68 the two models appear to give similar outcomes from the point of view of the 69 cumulative risk of infection to Alex. 70 For onward transmission, however, we see the potential for large differences. If 71 Bobbie is initially infected, transmission from Bobbie to Alex to Charlie will tend to 72 happen faster in the concurrent case because there is no built-in delay while waiting for 73 the partners to change. 1 In turn this allows Charlie to begin transmitting to other 74 partners earlier. In addition, if Charlie is initially infected, transmission from Charlie to 75 Alex to Bobbie is possible only in the concurrent case. 76 It is important to recognize that the "concurrency hypothesis" does not suggest that 77 there is a difference in the total risk of infection of an individual who has multiple 78 concurrent partners compared to one who has the same number of partners sequentially. 79 Instead, it increases the risk to the partners. 80 As a general rule we anticipate that concurrency will increase the spread of disease 81 through two mechanisms: 82 1. by allowing the disease to trace transmission routes faster, and 83 1 However, the probability of a Bobbie to Alex to Charlie transmission chain is slightly reduced because some of the interactions between Alex and Charlie will have already happened by the time Alex is infected. Scenarios for low transmission rates: In the low transmission rate limit where we can assume at most one transmission happens per partnership, the additional transmission paths and faster transmissions from concurrent partnerships do not play a significant role. There are two cases of interest: The first two columns show the case in which the Bobbie-Alex partnership transmits relatively earlier in the partnership than the Alex-Charlie partnership. The last two columns show the Alex-Charlie partnership transmitting faster.
2. by providing additional transmission routes. 84 In the low transmission rate limit, for which the possibility of transmitting multiple 85 times is negligible, we can assume that each partnership either transmits once or not at 86 all. In this case, Fig. 2 suggests that the difference between concurrent and serial 87 relationships is likely to be insignificant.
88
Conceptually we can explain this by imagining that we only observe transmission 89 events. Anything that influences the disease spread must be detectable by our 90 observations. Conversely, if we cannot detect something by observing disease 91 transmission events, then it cannot matter to the disease spread. In particular, if no 92 partnerships transmit more than once, then we cannot tell whether an individual who is 93 transmitting is doing so to one of several randomly selected current partners or if it is 94 transmitting to its current partner who is randomly selected from the potential partners. 95
Materials and Methods

96
Our goal is twofold:
To demonstrate an analytic model for disease spread in a dynamic population with 98 concurrency and show that it accurately predicts simulations in large populations. 99 2. To use the model developed to provide guidance about the role of concurrent 100 relationships in simplified scenarios.
101
In this section we introduce our stochastic population and disease model, state the 102 governing equations for the large population limit (the equations themselves are derived 103 in the Supporting Information), and demonstrate that they accurately reproduce
Sequence of events in each time step. We begin with a network with some infected individuals (red). Then infected individuals transmit to some partners (red edges). Then some individuals leave the population (white). Other individuals are born (blue). Then some edges break (dashed). Finally edges are added so that the new individuals, the individuals whose partners left, and the individuals whose edges broke all return to their target number of partners. The sequence then repeats.
and so some of the disagreement revolves around intuition about how parameter 109 changes would affect outcomes rather than quantitative statements. Our analytic model 110 will allow for a much more efficient exploration of parameter space.
111
Population/Disease Assumptions
112
We will use a discrete-time model. Each time step is broken down into sub-intervals in 113 which the actions occur in a specific order, shown in These assumptions are similar to those of [18, 19] . 120 We will present an analytic model that captures the deterministic limit of these For simulations, we choose the time step of the discrete-time framework to balance 129 competing interests. We want a small time step so that µ, η, and τ are small (at leading 130 order they are proportional to the time step). When they are not small, the somewhat 131 arbitrary order of events we have assumed will begin to impact outcomes. However, too 132 small of a time step will mean that few partnerships end in a time step. This makes it 133 difficult for nodes to immediately find new partners. As the population size increases continuous-time and discrete-time models will be the same for small parameters.
138
Governing equations 139 We derive the governing equations in the Supporting Information. These equations are 140 based on the "Edge-based Compartmental Modeling" approach of [13, 15, 16] . They are 141 low-dimensional, but are significantly more involved than even the dynamic network 142 models presented in [16] . This is because the age of an individual gives us some 143 information about that individual's status. In addition the age of a partnership gives 144 information about the age of the partner. Thus in calculating the risk an individual has 145 from its partners, we need to account for the probability the partner has a given status, 146 which depends on the age of the partner, which in turn depends on the age of the edge, 147 which itself is dependent on the age of the individual. To sort out the dependencies, age 148 of individual and age of partnership are needed as independent variables.
149 Table 1 defines the variables and parameters of the model. The model parameters are the death probability µ, the transmission probability τ , the partnership change probability η, and the initial fraction infected ρ. We seek the susceptible and infected fractions of the population S and I. The governing equations are
φ S (t, a u , a e ) = Θ(t − a e , a u − a e )χ(t, a e ) a e Age of an edge of interest, measured so that a e = 0 in the first time step after the edge forms.
S(t)
The proportion of the population that is susceptible at time t, equivalently the probability a randomly selected individual is susceptible at time t, or equivalently the probability a test individual is susceptible at time t.
The proportion infected at time t.
The probability a test individual of age a u is susceptible at time t.
The probability a stub belonging to u has not transmitted infection to it from a partner by the start of time step t.
As for Θ, but with the additional requirement that at the start of time step t the partner is susceptible.
As for Θ (no partner has transmitted to u through the stub), but with the additional requirement that at the start of time step t the partner is infected.
The probability that a stub belonging to an age a u individual has not transmitted infection to it by time t, is connected to a susceptible neighbor, and the current partnership has age a e .
The probability that an age a e edge of a test individual connects to a susceptible individual.
The probability generating function of the degree distribution.
µ
The probability a random individual will leave the population in a given time step.
τ The transmission probability in a time step.
η The probability a partnership will end in a time step.
The probability that a test individual's partnership will end (break) either because the partnership ends naturally η, or the partner leaves the population µ. It does not include the possibility of the test individual leaving.
The probability that a newly formed partnership will be with a previously existing individual.
ρ
The proportion of the population randomly infected at t = 0.
b
The number of individuals entering the population each time step (assumed to be constant).
N b/µ: The average population size. Table 1 . The variables for our simulations and equations. From the first plot in Fig. 5 we infer that for a given population, the initial 171 proportion infected does not influence the final state. Interestingly, we see that it is 172 possible for the disease to initially grow and then decay for some region of ρ. This is 173 because in this region the number of infected high degree nodes increases quickly from 174 the initial condition while the number of infected low degree nodes decreases slowly. At 175 long time, reach a steady state, with the decrease of low degree infections outweighing 176 the increase in high degree infections.
177
From the second plot of Fig. 5 , we infer that increasing the population turnover rate 178 decreases the proportion infected. This is not particularly surprising as it implies that 179 infected individuals leave the population sooner, having had less opportunity to cause 180 further infections.
181
Our main conclusion from Figs. 4 and 7 is that the equations accurately predict the 182 dynamics of simulations regardless of the parameters used. The numerical solution of 183 these equations is much faster than simulation.
184
Results & Discussion
185
The previous section showed that the analytic equations provide accurate predictions of 186 the disease dynamics in the large-population limit. We now specifically explore the predictions the model makes if we change the amount of concurrency in the population. 188 The second plot of figure 4 hints at our results. We generally see relatively little impact 189 of concurrency on the proportion infected at equilibrium, while we do see an impact on 190 the early growth. So for our purposes, ψ(x) = x k , K = k for some fixed value k. As a base-case, we 198 consider serial-monogamy where each individual has a single partner (k = 1).
199
Transmission occurs in a time-step with probability τ 1 and partnerships end with 200 probability η 1 . Individuals leave the population with probability µ. We compare this 201 with homogeneous populations having concurrency. 202 We assume that each population is arranged such that the number of partners an 203 individual has over a long period of time is the same. This implies that η = η 1 /k so 204 that the k partnerships each lasts k times as long. Similarly we assume that the 205 expected number of transmissions an infected individual would cause in a time step is 206 the same. This requires τ = τ 1 /k.
207
Because of how we have set up our populations, we can rule out many causes for the 208 differences we see. We know that the effects we observe are not explained by 209 within-population heterogeneity in degree, within-population heterogeneity in sexual 210 activity rates, between-population differences in typical life-time number of partners, or 211 between-population differences in the number of transmissions an individual causes per 212 time step. All of these effects have been removed. The only remaining difference 213 between the populations is the number of concurrent partnerships.
214
Impact on equilibrium size 215 We see in Fig. 6 that the impact of concurrency on the equilibrium epidemic size can be 216 significant, but that the effect of increasing k saturates quickly. Little changes once effect on the predicted final size, while a reduction from a moderate number to a small 225 number (even if still above 1) would have a much larger impact. 226 We note that close to the epidemic threshold the impact of any parameter change 227 (including amount of concurrency present) can be significant.
228 Impact on early growth 229 Although Fig. 6 appears to suggest concurrency is unimportant, this is only for the 230 equilibrium size. We saw in Fig. 4 that concurrency can play a role when we consider 231 the early growth rate of the disease even if the equilibrium size is unaffected. That is, 232 concurrency facilitates early spread of a disease. We demonstrate this more generally in 233 Fig. 7 . Although the impact of increasing k will eventually saturate, it takes much 234 longer before saturating for early growth than for equilibrium size. There are a number of caveats of our study that must be highlighted to avoid 245 overinterpreting these results. To simply the model we present, we have neglected many 246 effects. Many of these can be easily incorporated into more sophisticated versions of the 247 model.
248
• Acute Phase: Before mounting an immune response, an individual's viral load is 249 several orders of magnitude larger than after the immune response develops.
250
During this early phase infectiousness is dramatically increased [20, 21] . If the 251 individual has multiple partnerships, then many more infections can happen in 252 this phase than would be seen if the individual were only in contact with its 253 infector.
254
• Heterogeneous degree: Some people have many more partnerships than 255 others [22] . Although the model is highly simplistic, it gives insight into the role of concurrency. 285 We see first that the impact of concurrency on the equilibrium size of SI epidemics 286 appears to saturate quite quickly. Consequently we might expect that interventions 287 targeting concurrency will have little impact unless they come close to eliminating 288 concurrent relationships.
289
However, we see a much larger role for concurrency in determining the early growth 290 rate. As concurrency increases, the early growth is increased, and the impact of 291 concurrency saturates much slower than for the epidemic size. So for slowing the initial 292 invasion of an epidemic, reducing concurrency is likely to have an important impact.
293
Our observations that the impact of concurrency saturates suggests care may be 294 needed before diverting resources from some intervention to an intervention aimed at 295 reducing concurrency. A more realistic model is needed, and some consideration will 296 need to be made for whether the population is already in equilibrium or whether the 297 epidemic is still growing.
298
The model presented here is intended as a framework for developing more detailed 299 models. Our goal in introducing this model has been to provide this framework and 300 clearly demonstrate that it is possible to use analytic models to explore disease spread 301 in populations with concurrent relationships with demographic turnover. The 302 predictions our model has provided are true for the simplistic assumptions made. More 303 careful models will be needed to identify conditions under which interventions targeting 304 concurrency will be effective. These models will need to incorporate additional effects 305 such as the acute phase of infection and more realistic information about degree 306 distributions and correlations.
307
Supporting Information
308
Our primary goal in the Supporting Information is to derive the governing equations.
309
For simplicity, we have ignored many effects. Although in the main text we assume all 310 individuals have the same number of concurrent partners, in our derivation here we 311 allow different individuals within the same population to have a different number of 312 concurrent partners as long as all partnerships have the same transmission probability 313 and typical duration. These assumptions could be modified, and a number of other 314 complexities added to the model we develop here, but we do not attempt this now.
315
Stochastic population and disease model 316 We now describe the stochastic rules we assume govern the population and disease 317 dynamics. We use a discrete-time model. We begin with the population dynamics in the 318 absence of disease. At each time step, N µ individuals enter the population, and each 319 individual has probability µ to independently leave the population. This leads to an 320 equilibrium population size of N , but with variation around this value.
321
Each individual u has a constant number of partners k u which is assigned 322 independently to u when u enters the population. P (k) gives the probability that 323 k u = k. We think of u as having k u "stubs" (also called "binding sites" by [18, 19] ). The 324 stubs pair with stubs from other individuals to form partnerships. When a partnership 325 ends the two newly freed stubs join with other free stubs to form new partnerships. We 326 assume that individuals immediately replace their partners so that at the start of each 327 time step all individuals have a full set of partners. 2 328 We are interested in the epidemic timescale, which is longer than the individual's 329 active period. So we must include "birth" and "death" or equivalently immigration and 330 emigration. 331 We begin with a fraction ρ of the population randomly infected. In each time step, 332 multiple events can happen. Since the order of events can matter (a partnership cannot 333 transmit after it ends), we provide a consistent order, shown in figure 3 . First, infected 334 individuals transmit to their susceptible partners independently with probability τ .
335
Second, individuals may "die" (or leave the population) independently with probability 336 µ. Third, µN new individuals are added to the population (so the average number 337 present is N ) and assigned stubs. Fourth, each remaining partnership breaks with 338 probability η. Finally, the unpaired stubs form new partnerships, subject to the 339 constraint that old partnerships are not reformed and individuals do not join to 340 themselves. In simulations, these constraints are occasionally not satisfied, in which case 341 the corresponding individuals wait a time step before attempting to reform edges. In a 342 large population, the impact of this failure is negligible, and for our analytic equations 343 below, we can assume that they are satisfied. In [16] there is discussion of how to include more complicated partnership dynamics.
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We now provide a derivation of the deterministic equations governing the large 351 population limit of our model. The derivation is based on [16] . We review the concept 352 of a "test individual" (effectively equivalent to the cavity state of [23] ). We start with 353 the assumption that the population-scale dynamics are deterministic in the large 354 population limit. A direct consequence of this assumption is the observation that the 355 probability a randomly selected individual has a given status equals the proportion of 356 the population with that status.
357
Calculating the probability a random individual has a given status turns out to be 358 simpler than calculating the number of individuals in each state. An important 359 observation is that the probability a single randomly chosen individual u has a given 360 status is not affected if we prevent it from infecting any other individuals 3 If we prevent 361 u from transmitting to its neighbors, then the status of its neighbors become 362 independent of one another, but this does not alter the probability that u is susceptible. 363 We define a test individual to be an individual u chosen uniformly at random from 364 the population and prevented from transmitting infection. We have the following In our derivation we assume that a fraction ρ is randomly infected at t = 0. As long as 372 ρN 1, our equations are appropriate.
373
To begin our calculations we start with Θ(t, a u ), the probability that a stub 374 belonging to an age a u test individual u has never been involved in a transmission to u. 375 Once we know that, then the probability a test individual of age a u and k u partners is 376 susceptible at time t is Θ(t, a u ) ku . Averaging this over the entire population of age a u 377 individuals the probability an age a u individual is susceptible is 378 s(t, a u ) = ψ(Θ(t, a u )) a u < t (1 − ρ)ψ(Θ(t, a u )) a u ≥ t where we recall k P (k)x k = ψ(x), and the 1 − ρ factor in the second term accounts for 379 the fact that the individual would be infected at t = 0 with probability ρ.
380
The probability that a random individual present at time t has age a u is µ(1 − µ) au . 381 The fraction susceptible is thus 382
The probability of being infected is 383
The focus of our calculations is on determining Θ(t, a u ). As a boundary condition 384 we have 385 Θ(t, 0) = 1 stating that when an individual is first introduced, it has not yet received any infection. 386 Similarly we have the initial condition 387 Θ(0, a u ) = 1 as well, stating that prior to the disease introduction, no transmissions have occurred. 388 The change in Θ in a time step is −τ Φ I where Φ I is the probability that the stub has 389 not previously brought infection to u and connects to an infected partner at the start of 390 the time step. So we have
However to do this calculation we require Φ I (t, a u ) which is still unknown. We can shift 392 our unknown from Φ I to Φ S (the probability the stub has not transmitted to u and 393 currently connects to a susceptible partner) by using
As in calculating S, to calculate Φ S , we turn it into a sum. The probability that a 395 partnership created when u joined still exists is (1 − p b ) au . The probability that a 396 partnership has some smaller age a e is p
where φ S (t, a u , a e ) is the probability that a stub belonging to an age a u individual that 398 is part of an age a e edge has not transmitted by time t and p b is the probability that a 399 stub is freed to find a new partnership (either by death of the partner, or termination of 400 the partnership). The one term outside the sum represents the fact that when the 401 individual first enters the population the stub definitely forms a partnership. 402 We now find φ s (t, a u , a e ). If the edge formed when u was born (a e = a u ) then this is 403 simply the probability the partner v is susceptible given that v has an age a u 404 partnership with u, which we denote χ(t, a u ). However, if the edge formed after u was 405 born (a e < a u ), then φ S (t, a u , a e ) is the probability Θ(t − a e , a u − a e ) that the stub was 406 not responsible for transmitting infection to individual u prior to the current partnership 407 forming times χ(t, a e ). As Θ(t − a u , 0) = 1 these coincide when a u = a e , so we can write 408 φ S (t, a u , a e ) = Θ(t − a e , a u − a e )χ(t, a e ) We now find χ(t, a e ) similarly to s(t, a u ). It is 409
If a e ≥ t, then we know that v was born either when the disease was introduced or earlier. Thus no previous partnership could have transmitted to v. if we assume a v = A v ≥ a e , then the probability v is susceptible is the probability that it escaped infection when the disease was introduced 1 − ρ times the probability that it has not been infected by any other partners. Because of how v is selected (it is u's partner), v is likely to have a higher degree than a randomly selected individual. The probability v has degree k v = k is kP (k)/ K . So the probability v is susceptible given
A v ))/ K . Thus for a e ≥ t we have
For a e < t there are three important cases to consider based on whether the partner was 410 born before or at the same time that the partnership was formed and whether the 411 partner was born before or after the disease was introduced.
412
• If the edge formed when v was born then A v = a e for which 413 P (a v = a e |a e ) = (1 − P e ) and
which measures the probability that another partner of v has not transmitted to v. 416
• If v was born before the edge formed but after the disease was introduced then 417 a e < A v < t and P (a v = A v |a e ) = P e µ(1 − µ) Av−ae−1 . Although u has not 418 transmitted to v, it is possible that a previous partner of v that was eventually 419 replaced by u did. Thus the probability v is susceptible is
.
421
• If v was born before the disease was introduced, then A v ≥ t. We again have (1 − µ) Av−ae−1 Θ(t − a e , A v − a e ) ψ (Θ(t, A v )) K
Simplification for a u > t 426 We claim that the value of Θ(t, a u ) is the same for all a u ≥ t. This follows from the fact 427 that at t = 0 all the values are 1. By inspecting the equations for the evolution of Θ, we 428 see that if we assume Θ(t, a u ) is the same for all a u ≥ t, then the change in Θ is also 429 the same. Thus we can assume Θ(t, a u ) = Θ(t, t) if a u > t. This argument would break 430 down if partnership formation were affected by age differences.
431
Among the resulting simplifications is the observation that for a e ≥ t, the expression 432 for χ(t, a e ) simplifies to (1 − ρ)ψ (Θ(t, t))/ K . We can derive a differential equations version of this by replacing the time step n with 435 the time step n∆t, and then calculating derivatives in the ∆t → 0 limit.
436
A differential equations version of this can be derived by treating the time step as 437 ∆t rather than 1 and assuming that the event probabilities are all proportional to ∆t. 438 Then taking ∆t → 0 yields differential equations. We will useμ = lim ∆t→0 µ/∆t and 439 similarly define other variables. The simplest numerical method to solve this system of equations would apply an Euler 441 method, which corresponds to solving the discrete-time equations above. 
